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Price for job ad + CV match 
+ minimum one and maxi-
mum three posting periods 
of four weeks each: SEK 
NOK 5 995.

The Price for the job ad 
without CV match for 30 
days is NOK 3 650.

CV matching - an efficient 
route to the right candidates

Give the applicants who 
read your job ad a positive 
impression

We work proactively to find
exactly the right match

Profile ad + CV match + 
Re-advertising gurantee
Get the most qualified selection of candidates for just NOK 5.995

A TARGETED EFFORT   To achieve the best possible match between a vacancy and the 

most qualified candidates, a targeted effort is sometimes called for. For only NOK 5 995, 

we design and publish your job ad and carry out a targeted and professional search for 

qualified candidates. Search among and be seen by Jobbsafari’s 100.000 weekly visitors 

and gain access to more than 20.000 CVs.

YOUR JOB AD:

• gets exposure in the correct professional categories and in the correct regions

• gets a professional appetizer text that urges candidates to read on

• is matched with suitable profiles among the 20.000 CVs on Jobbsafari

• is sent by e-mail to suitable candidates among Jobbsafari’s 70.000 email subscribers

• is posted for four weeks with re-advertising guarantee

OUR CONSULTANTS ENSURE THE BEST POSSIBLE MATCH   When we have received 

the text for your ad, one of our recruitment consultants will carry out a qualified assess-

ment of your job description and candidate requirements. Our consultant then matches 

your requirements against candidate profiles among the more than 20.000 CV’s in our 

Jobbsafari database. Suitable candidates are then sent your job ad by e-mail with an in-

vitation to apply for the job. To ensure a qualified response, we follow up on the match 

and send a reminder to candidates who have not applied.

RE-ADVERTISING GUARANTEE   Should no suitable candidates match your requirements 

within four weeks, we give you a further four-week posting period. You are also given a 

third publication period of four weeks if we do not succeed in finding a sufficient number of 

qualified candidates in the first two posting periods.


